1. 選出最適當的答案以完成句子。（含字彙、片語、結構）：

1. (  ) Do you know that polar bears can only _________ in the far north? (A. revive B. deliver C. decipher D. survive)

2. (  ) There is a _________ in my favorite jeans! I have to ask my mom to mend them. (A. hole B. part C. mole D. start)

3. (  ) My mom always makes me _________ the kitchen floor after dinner and I always do a good job.
   (A. sweep B. creep C. treat D. drive)

4. (  ) In Taiwan, the _________ is often very high in summer and I always sweat a lot.
   (A. temperature B. climate C. measurement D. nature)

5. (  ) It is _________ to reach the moon without a spacecraft.
   (A. interesting B. understood C. impossible D. underground)

6. (  ) It is very important for a company to maintain its _________ in order to be successful in business.
   (A. industry B. immigration C. image D. injury)

7. (  ) To get to my house, go _________ up the street and turn left. You won’t miss it.
   (A. around B. lately C. beautifully D. straight)

8. (  ) I would like to _________ this Japanese film which has just won an award at a film festival.
   (A. reproduce B. remind C. recommend D. reprint)

9. (  ) The seats at the movie theater are so _________ that I fall asleep every time I go to the movies.
   (A. comfortable B. convenient C. conference D. countryside)

10. (  ) Do you have time now? Can I _________ this problem with you for a few minutes and see how we can solve it? (A. agree B. discuss C. produce D. talk)

11. (  ) What musical _________ can you play? I can only play the violin.
    (A. institutions B. interests C. introductions D. instruments)

12. (  ) Digital music files are easy and convenient to _________ from the computer. We don’t have to buy anymore. (A. download B. dangerous C. produce D. appear)
13. (   ) Our band needs one more person. Can you __________ us?
   (A. play  B. practice  C. complete  D. include)

14. (   ) Her sister is going to get married next month. Are you going to her __________?
   (A. weekend  B. wisdom  C. material  D. wedding)

15. (   ) I am good at shooting guns, so I always hit the __________ right away.
   (A. market  B. tape  C. target  D. cape)

16. (   ) After Thanksgiving dinner, my uncle told several __________ jokes which made us laugh for long.
   (A. humorous  B. active  C. impossible  D. delicious)

17. (   ) You played the violin so __________ better than the pianist. She really needs some practice.
   (A. very  B. that  C. as  D. much)

18. (   ) To our surprise, she made a __________ decision to move to America.
   (A. sudden  B. suffering  C. comfortable  D. forgotten)

19. (   ) Donna spent many hours preparing the party and hoped that many people would __________ it with their friends.
   (A. attend  B. discuss  C. throw  D. posted)

20. (   ) Tina’s mother works in a senior high school as a ________, the head of the school. (A. principle
   B. program  C. principal  D. production)

21. (   ) Excuse me. I got to run because I have an __________ with my dentist at 10.
   (A. advantage  B. available  C. advance  D. appointment)

22. (   ) Alice looked so down that we had to do something to __________.
   (A. give her up  B. make her up  C. keep away from her  D. cheer her up)

23. (   ) After buying the expensive Walkman at the department store, he __________ money.
   (A. felt like  B. made up  C. ran after  D. ran out of)

24. (   ) More and more people are __________ to the Internet in order to shop online.
   (A. interested  B. exciting  C. connecting  D. surprising)

25. (   ) Donna’s school __________ a party for new students every year in September. It is a good tradition.
   (A. throws  B. throw  C. threw  D. throwing)

26. (   ) Betty moved from the dormitory __________ the noise produced by many naughty boy students.
   (A. because  B. cause  C. caused  D. because of)

27. (   ) How many trees do we have to __________ if we want to build a mansion in the countryside?
   (A. slice down  B. cut down  C. chew up  D. pull on)

28. (   ) Give your younger brother __________ with that trunk. It is too heavy for him.
   (A. some hands  B. his hand  C. your hands  D. a hand)
29. (   ) This pair of jeans looks a little ________ on you. Would you like to have a larger one?
   (A. high  B. tight  C. fashionable  D. cheap)

30. (   ) Jane studied very hard for the final. But, to her ________, the result was very unsatisfied.
   (A. interest  B. influence  C. amazement  D. exciting)

II. 選出最合適的對話。

31. (   ) A: Sally, open the door please. B: __________________________
   A. I’m glad to hear that.                          B. It opens at 10 a.m.
   C. I can’t, Mom; I’m in the bathroom.             D. I have no idea

32. (   ) A: When will the meeting be over? B: __________________________
   A. That’s enough                                   B. I will meet you at ten
   C. In about half an hour                           D. For about 2 hours

33. (   ) A: Mmm, the coffee smells so good! B: __________________________
   A. How about the coffee table?                    B. Cream and sugar, please.
   C. One more cup, please.                         D. You’ll like the taste, too.

34. (   ) A: Are you sure we’re going in the right direction? B: __________________________
   A. Trust me, I know the way.                      B. Yes, he’s on the right.
   C. Let’s go for it.                               D. I’ll go this way.

35. (   ) A: Would you mind picking up a sandwich for me? B: __________________________
   A: I have no class this afternoon.            B. Oh, I am sorry. I didn’t realize this was the non-smoking section.
   C. Would you prefer an aisle seat or a window seat?    D. Sure, no problem. I’d be glad to.

36. (   ) A: What is the weather forecast for the coming weekend? B: __________________________
   A. The TV weather forecast is at 6 pm.              B. The weather has been fine for a whole week.
   C. Cloudy on Saturday and rainy on Sunday.          D. We look forward to a quiet weekend.

37. (   ) A: Can you give a hand? B: __________________________
   A. Yes, let’s shake hands to close the deal.              B. Yes. What do you want me to do?
   C. No, I don’t have it with me.                        D. No, I am afraid I don’t have enough weekend.

38. (   ) A: Have you been to this new restaurant? B: __________________________
   A. No, I was late again.                             B. No, I don’t know.
   C. Yes, I have tickets for the concert.                   D. Yes, I like their pizza.

   A. I just bought it.                                B. I had it redecorated.
   C. I want to sell it.                              D. I didn’t spend much money on it.

40. (   ) A: Anna, would you like another drink? B: __________________________
   A. Yes, I’d love to see it. When are you going?           B. The drainage system of the house needs repair.
   C. Water is necessary for our life.                  D. Yes, I’d love some more beer.
III. 克漏字填空：

Pressure at school is hard to deal with for every student. But if you ask students who ____41____ in school they will tell you this: “Get plenty of sleep.” They will also tell you to find something you like doing ____42____ homework and studying. It is important to ____43____ of your free time. You can ride your bike, draw a picture or even go and sit in a park. Just make sure you are doing something you want to do. On days that you have to study for a test, ____44____ breaks often. When you take breaks, the things you are studying will ____45____ your mind more easily. If you are feeling a lot of stress it might be best to take a long warm bath and go to bed. You can study in the morning when you are feeling better.

41. ( ) A. do well  B. do good  C. was done better  D. are doing good
42. ( ) A. beside  B. by  C. besides  D. expecting
43. ( ) A. make good use  B. take a good use  C. do the good use  D. keep a good use
44. ( ) A. make B. keep C. do D. take
45. ( ) A. stay on  B. stay up  C. stay in  D. keep at

IV. 閱讀能力測驗：

Ever since the United States established Yellowstone, the world first national park in 1872, people have come to accept the idea of setting aside and preserving vast areas of magnificent, unspoiled land for recreational use and enjoyment by everyone. Today, as the twenty-first century is being ushered in, and with the extinction of many species all over the world, it has become clear to governments that the national parks of the world have a great many important values in addition to being places of tourist attractions and healthful outdoor recreation. They protect some of the world’s most spectacular natural wonders, such as Mount Everest in Nepal and Iguazu Falls on the border between Argentina and Brazil. Besides, national parks throughout the world also protect wild plants and animals which are rare and often of great interest to scientists. With national parks dedicated to conserving the nation scenic and scientific heritage for the benefit and enjoyment of the people, the nation’s most precious treasures can be kept intact.

46. ( ) The passage above is mainly about __________.
   A. Yellowstone National Park  B. the historical heritage all over the world
   C. national parks around the world  D. endangered species in national parks in particular
47. ( ) The idea of setting aside national parks can be traced back to __________.
   A. thousands of years ago  B. the nineteenth century
   C. the first half of the twentieth century  D. the twenty-first century
48. ( ) Which of the following is NOT the function of a national park?
   A. To attract tourists.  B. To preserve recreational resources for the people.
   C. To protect endangered species.  D. To encourage poaching.
49. ( ) With national parks, the national scenic and scientific treasures can be __________.
   A. extinct  B. threatened  C. spoiled  D. conserved
50. ( ) The passage is aimed at revealing the __________ of national parks.
   A. multiple values  B. present predicament
   C. prevailing destruction  D. financial problems